


BODY WASH 
30 ml       1.01 fl.oz. 

TJ01BGLP 

This body wash is 
enriched with oat and 
oryza sativa organic 

extracts with soothing 
properties to gently 

cleanse and keep skin in 
optimal condition.

DERMATOLOGICALLY TESTED
NO BHT 

NO PETROLATUM

HAIR & BODY GEL 
30 ml       1.01 fl.oz.

TJ01MGLP
 

This hair & body gel is 
enriched with cornflower 

and passiflora organic 
extracts with relaxing 

properties for a delicate 
wash leaving hair feeling 
invigorated and vibrant.

DERMATOLOGICALLY TESTED
NO BHT 

FREE OF SYNTHETIC COLOURANT

BODY MOISTURISER
30 ml       1.01 fl.oz.

TJ01BLGLP 

This body moisturiser  is 
enriched with vitamin E 

and shea butter to absorb 
quickly and restore skin’s 
elasticity while delivering 

smooth, long-lasting 
hydration. 

DERMATOLOGICALLY TESTED
NO BHT 

FREE OF SYNTHETIC COLOURANT

CONDITIONER
30 ml       1.01 fl.oz.

TJ01CGLP

This conditioner is 
enriched with purified 
keratin and camomile 

extract to gently brighten, 
protect and smooth hair.

DERMATOLOGICALLY TESTED
NO BHT 

FREE OF SYNTHETIC COLOURANT

SHAMPOO
30 ml       1.01 fl.oz.

TJ01SGLP 

This shampoo, 
with black tea and 

organic bitter orange 
extracts with fortifying 

properties, giving 
your hair

a healthy look.

DERMATOLOGICALLY TESTED
NO BHT 

NO PETROLATUM

VEGETABLE SOAP 
35 g        Net wt. 1.23 oz.

B1735GLP

This vegetable soap is the 
ideal body care bar to use 

on a daily basis. 
Its gentle cleansing action 
can be used all over the 
body to leave the skin 
clean and refreshed.

DERMATOLOGICALLY TESTED
NO BHT 

FREE OF SYNTHETIC COLOURANT

Olfactory families in reference to the fragrance

FRUIT FLORAL AROMATIC WOODY FLORAL FLORAL CITRUS FLORAL

BE
Our guest!
The Guest Love POP edition makes an immediate impact with 
lively tones and vintage graphics. The POP spirit runs throughout 
the line, where bright colors complement young, stylish 
environments.

Guest love POP is a body care range for the everyday wellbeing; 
cleanse and nourish without harsh chemicals giving a prompt 
beauty secret! Formulated with plant extracts such as organic 
cornflower, Passiflora, rice and oat, selected active ingredients such 
as shea butter and keratin to assure the skin tollerance.
All the formulas are made 100% in Italy, dermatologically tested 
and formulated without mineral oils and phenoxyethanol.

The collection includes tubes with cleansers specific for the body 
and hair,  solid soap and a wall dispenser. 
Completing the range, the personalised amenities pochette 
containing a practical block note with Guest love POP collection 
information.



CLEANSING GEL HAIR,
HANDS AND BODY
380 ml       12.84 fl. oz. 

OVR380MGLP

This cleansing gel is enriched 
with cornflower and passiflora 
organic extracts with relaxing 
properties for a delicate wash 
leaving hair feeling invigorated 
and vibrant.

DERMATOLOGICALLY TESTED
NO BHT 
FREE OF SYNTHETIC COLOURANT

Ovosoap
DISPENSER

What’s 
your
DAILY BEAUTY 
SECRET?

FRUIT FLORAL

POCHETTE AMENITIES
20 x 15 x 5 cm

K054GLP

“Triangular” pochette in transparent PVC.
Contains: TJ01MGLP, TJ01BGLP, TJ01SGLP, TJ01CGLP, 

TJ01BLGLP, B1735GLP, CARTK054GLP

RECOMMENDED DISPENSER 
ACCESSORIES

White holder 
with screws 

and valve cover
OVS#BI

Adhesive white 
platform with 

holder and 
valve cover
OVB#BI

or

A beauty routine composed of cosmetics designed specifically 
for the daily care of your hair and body. The collection gently 
cleanses and nourishes to deliver an instant feeling of wellbeing. 



Want your logo on Guest Love POP range?
Yes? We can customize in a simplified way! How?

Want to use one of the Guest Love POP items but changing one or more elements? Now you can! ... How?
Choose the collection you like and consult the “Tools & components booklet” for the available options*.
*Some options are subject to additional surcharges and MOQ.

CROSS COMPONENTS CUSTOMIZATION

SIMPLIFIED CUSTOMIZATION
Maintain the same item configuration and add your logo or graphic layout.
You have two printing colours options:
- SAME RANGE COLOURS
- 1/2/3/4 COLOUR CUSTOMIZATION*
*this option is subject to a surcharge. See price list for details.

CUSTOMIZATION WITH SAME RANGE COLOURS

CUSTOMIZATION WITH CUSTOM COLOURS
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Via Sorengo 1, (CH) 6900 Lugano
T +41(0)91 9607500
F +41(0)91 9607599
info@gflamenities.com    
www.gflamenities.com

GFL SA GFL USA Inc.
81 Prospect Street 
Brooklyn, NY 11201, USA
T +1 (718) 414-2554
info@gflamenities.com 
www.gflamenities.com

GFL Middle East Cosmetics Trading LLC
ESPADA business center
Office #17, PO BOX 282556,
502, 5th Floor, Rasis building
Al Barsha 1, Dubai - UAE
T +971 4 315 98 14
info@gflamenities.com
www.gflamenities.com


